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As Collaborative Librarianship (CL) plans for the future, the website has undergone a little updating and editing. In the process, I reviewed some of our links located on the right-hand sidebar of CL’s home page, and again the link to the Journal of Library Innovation (JLI) caught my eye. For those having overlooked this publication, perhaps a little overview may pique your interest.

First, a point of clarification: while the CL and JLI share some similarities where they intersect on topics related to collaboration, they really are complementary and not competitive publications. Librarians who wish to keep current on new, interesting, collaborative and helpful advances in the librarianship would do well to have both publications on their “read” list.

The JLI site can be found at: http://www.libraryinnovation.org/index

The mission of JLI is “to disseminate research and information on innovative practice in libraries of all types.” Articles cover a wide range of topics that tend to have library user services and user experiences as common themes, though topics addressed are not exclusively these. With five years of publication completed, the journal offers feature articles, “from the field” reports on innovative practice, as well as reviews of books, conferences and products.

Sampling Volume 5 (2014), articles cover: single board computers for patron access, open (no or low cost) education resources, the emerging next-generation ILS, information ethics, “JustPublics@365 POOC,” and e-resource management. From the field reports include: marketing the academic library, library digital learning objects, weeding, using digital cameras for information literacy, digital exhibits, live action gaming, using archive collections in undergraduate programs, and use of blogs and social media in library outreach.